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ALL-ROUND POWER AT AFFORDABLE PRICING
RSM 1270/1290/1310/1350/1370

HIGH-HORSEPOWER ENGINES BY CUMMINS®
RSM 1270/1290/1310/1350/1370/1310/1350/1370 tractors are equipped with 
very reliable QSL 9.0 engines. Excellent specifications of these engines ensure 
consistent power flow and torque backup for tough, varying conditions 
when using wide tillage equipment. The engines are compliant with current 
emission standards Stage IIIA (Tier 3).
Key features of engines used:
•  Common Rail high-pressure injection system;
•  Nozzle is aligned with the cylinder
•  Engine is fully controlled by electronics
•  Reduced noise

POWERSHIFT® TRANSMISSION
In addition to the engine, the Full Powershift 16x9 programmable 
transmission meets the highest customer’s expectations. It allows the 
operator to best match the speed to any type of job for maximum 
productivity and comfort even in varying load conditions:
•  single gear shifting
•  sequential gear shifting
•  shuttle shifting out of forward gears into reverse
•  programmable up/down shifting
•  automatic speed setting

TRACTORS

The 1000 Series tractor is designed for 
agricultural operations by medium and large 
agricultural businesses with acreage starting 
from 1,000 hectares, these include ploughing, 
harrowing, cultivation, drilling, scuffling, 
disking, subsurface tillage, as well as transport 
operations using trailers and implements, 
ramming of silage pits, grass mowing, etc. 
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FRONT AXLE
RSM tractors are equipped with 
mechanical front-wheel drive with 
differential lock. Two versions are 
available: regular front axle as standard 
and suspended front axle as option 
(see photo). Single or dual wheels 270 
to 520mm wide can be used for row 
tillage applications.

HANDLE MOUNTED AND TRAILED IMPLEMENTS EASY

An optional lift-style hitch with 
various connectors (pin, ball, “piton”) 
and single and double-circuit trailer air 
brakes make various trailers as easy to 
transport as can possibly be.

HYDRAULICS
Electronic control technology provides the operator with control at finger 
tips to perform programmable operations such as raise, lower, neutral and 
float function for hydraulic attachments with flow adjustable between 0 and 
208 L/min. An optional hydraulic pump can be added to increase oil flow to 
284 L/min. 4 electrohydraulic valves come as standard, up to 6 remote valves 
for the implement valve assembly can optionally be installed if required

In addition to 540/1000 PTO, a 7,800kg 
rated Cat III/IV 3-point hitch comes as 
standard (6,800kg Cat III/IIIN for RSM 
1270).

The electronic ground contour 
following mode ensures maximum 
productivity at the set depth. A second 
set of hitch raise/lower, PTO engage/
disengage controls is located on the 
rear fenders of the tractor for operator 
convenience.

The Cat IV drawbar has a 38mm and 
51mm locking pin with automatic 
retainer for one-man hitching. The 
Power Beyond coupler kit ensures 
smooth operation of drilling systems 
equipped with hydraulic control 
valves connected directly to the 
tractor’s pump
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FRONT HITCH AND FRONT PTO
Equipped with an optional 5,000kg rated front 
3-point hitch and 1,000 rpm front PTO shaft, this 
tractor will find its buyer among livestock farms, 
where the main priority is given to foraging (mowing 
with front-mounted mowers, ramming of silage with 
a front blade etc.). 

CAB: COMFORT AND FUNCTIONALITY
Light and spacious, the cab provides an excellent 360-deg. 
panoramic view, glazing area is 6.22 sq. m. An ergonomic 
control panel integrated in the right armrest allows 
controlling all the tractor functions via simple logic, switches 
are intuitive. A semi-automatic air suspension of the operator 
seat with 11 adjustments allows you to work with comfort. 
A 10” touchscreen color display is provided in the cab for easy 
control and monitoring of performance of various systems.
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Specifications

●   standard           ○   option Rostselmash reserves the right to improve 
individual characteristics of its products 
without a prior notice to the market

1270 1290 1310 1350 1370

Engine

Make and model Cummins QSL 9

Charging turbocharged and intercooled

Displacement / No. of cylinders / 
No. of valves 8.9L /6 / 24

Rated power [hp] (@2,100 rpm) 269 287 306 345 366

Peak power [hp] (@1,800 rpm) 291 305 320 360 408

Peak torque [Nm] (@1,500 rpm) 1,250 1,300 1,350 1,480 1,574

Pull category 5 5 5 6 6

Fuel system

Fuel tank [L] 643

Filter engine mounted w/ fuel/water 
separator

Transmission

Full PowerShift automatic 
transmission 16 forward/9 reverse

Forward speed range [km/h] 1.9 to 40.0

Reverse speed range [(km/h] 2.3 to 14.2

Axles and Wheels

Standard front axle w/differential 
lock 

Suspended front axle w/differential 
lock 

Front axle track spacing [mm] 1,524 to 2,235

Rear axle track spacing [mm] 1,524 to 3,251

Axle diameter [mm] 120

Wheels and tyres - standard 600/70R30 front,
710/70R42 rear

Wheels and tyres - option

600/70R30 front, 
710/70R42 rear single/dual;

480/70R30 front,  
620/70R42 rear single/dual;

380/80 R38 front,  
480/80 R50 rear single/dual;

380/80 R38 front,  
380/80 R50 front dual/dual

Hydraulic System

Type Closed Center Load Sensing System

Standard flow [L/min] 208

Number of hydraulic valve port 
pairs - standard 4

Hi-Flow (option) [L/min] 284

Number of hydraulic valve port 
pairs (option) 6

Power Beyond kit 

Maximum pressure 200 bar (2,900 PSI)

Electrical system

Alternator 12V, 200A

Battery x2, 12V, 950 ССА

Exterior lights

Front

2 road lights 
+ 4 LED lights on hood 

+ 2 LED lights on fenders 
+ 4 LED lights on cab

Rear 2 LED lights on fenders  
+ 6 LED lights on cab

Rear hitch / PTO / drawbar

Category Cat III/IVN (Cat III/IIIN for 1270)

Lift capacity at 610 mm behind lift 
point [kg] 7,800 (6,800 for 1270)

540/1,000 PTO 

Drawbar Cat IV with 38 & 51mm pins

Maximum static vertical load on 
hitch pin [kg] 2,450

Lift-style hitch 

Pneumatic system

Air compressor and double circuit 
trailer brakes 

Front hitch / Front PTO

5,000kg rated II/IIIN front hitch 

Front 1,000 PTO 

Cab

Agrotronic remote monitoring 
system 

Volume [m3] 4.22

Glazed area [m2] 6.88

Weight

Weight with ballast on single 
wheels [kg] 12,500

Gross Vehicle Weight Rating [kg] 16,000

Overall dimensions:

Length incl. ballast [m] 6,950

Height [mm] 3,480

Width [mm] 2,540

Width over wheels - front single 
[mm] 2,450

Width over wheels - rear single 
[mm] 2,700

Width over wheels - rear dual [mm] 4,720

Wheelbase [mm] 3,250
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REALIABLE, AFFORDABLE

POWERFUL ENGINES BY 
CUMMINS®:
Tractor modelsRSM 2375 and 2400 are 
equipped with QSM 11 Series engines 
(10.8L). Powerful, efficient, these 
engines are the result of decades of 
research and cutting-edge innovations. 
They will always start in cold weather 
and have a long life, a minimum noise at 
high rpms, and an easy drive control.

ELECTRONIC ENGINE 
CONTROL:
Cummins® engines have 6 in-line 
cylinders, 24 valves, a turbocharge 
and a charge air cooler, which ensures 
a clean and complete combustion 
of fuel. The high-pressure injection 
system with an electronic control unit 
allows a prompt response to changes 
in the load conditions and the throttle 
valve position. The electronic control 
module is programmable, which allows 
to determine its operation parameters 
and to comply with the operation mode 
range.

FUEL TANK CAPACITY AND 
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION:
The capacity of the two fuel tanks is 
927L, sufficient for a non-stop operation 
throughout one shift. The tanks are 
of the same size and interconnected 
by a special tube. The filler necks are 
conveniently located on both sides so 
you can refill on either side. The fuel 
tanks are placed in the middle of the 
tractor, so that the weight is equally 
distributed between the front/rear axles 
irrespective of the fuel level in the tanks.

The RSM 2000 tractors feature powerful and reliable Cummins® engines. Cummins® diesels keep pace with the latest 
advances and technology for a long and dependable operation.

RSM 2375/2400
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MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION FOR YOUR NEEDS

Helical gear trains create a better 
contact between the teeth, thus 
providing a more dependable 
transfer of power, a smooth shift and 
reducing the transmission noise.

The key benefits of a mechanical transmission are simple design, reliability, 
manual control in all modes of travel. A high torque is transmitted by the 
mechanical transmission to the tractor wheels without slip losses thanks to the 
rigid connection between the engine and the wheels, while maintaining a high 
fuel efficiency. The fuel consumption can also be reduced due to  the tractor 
operation at a low speed, with the engine and the transmission operating 
under a low load. It usually occurs when the tillage or seeding equipment 
attached has a knowingly narrower cutting width than necessary for the best 
tractor loading. The tractor provides the best fuel efficiency at engine speeds 
between 1,600 and 1,900 rpm.

QUADSHIFT® MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION
Quadshift® III 12x4 mechanical transmission III 12x4 comes as standard. This 
transmission has 3 speed ranges. Each range has 4 synchronized speeds that 
are shifted smoothly. The gear ratios are selected so as to ensure the flexibility 
and maximum performance in the critical range from 4.8 to 12.8 km/h.

POWER AND HIGH PERFORMANCE
The mechanical transmission is the time-tested reliability.

RATIO BETWEEN SPEEDS AND SELECTED GEARS: LOW, MEDIUM 
AND HIGH RANGES

Quadshift® speed range

FUEL FILTER/WATER 
SEPARATOR
The auxiliary fuel filter (filter separator) 
comes as standI ard on RSM tractors. 
When the engine is running, the primary 
fuel filter and the auxiliary on-engine 
filter separator remove water and solid 
impurities that can be present in the 
fuel system, thus providing reliable 
protection for the engine against 
damage to the diesel fuel system and 
ingress of dirt.
The primary fuel filter can be drained by 
opening a small plastic valve in the filter 
bottom.
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These planetary drives transfer all available power via a large high-precision sun 
gear. The planetary hubs are suspended on the large bearings attached directly 
to the axle beam. The entire weight is supported by the axle beam, rather than 
the drive components.

Series 2000 tractors are equipped with heavy-duty final drives that transfer all 
power to the drawbar efficiently.

The differential lock for the front and rear axles comes as standard. Using its 
properties correctly increases the floatation of machinery in difficult conditions 
considerably.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
The routine maintenance does not require removing the planetary gears from the 
tractor axles, thus reducing downtime. For the gear to operate reliably and properly, 
one shall inspect it regularly, check the level, and make up oil. The daily maintenance 
does not take much time because of the oil level indicators in the axles. The operator 
will feel a rational approach for engineering solutions in each detail.

FRAME, AXLES, DRAWBAR

Traditionally, the design of the most robust axles starts with the installation of 
planet and sun gears in the final drives to which the wheels are attached.

DUAL WHEELS
RSM Series 2000 tractors have the 
maximum performance if they 
use dual wheels. You will benefit 
from increased grip, better traction 
performance in muddy conditions, 
twice as low a ground pressure as with 
single wheels, and all this has a good 
effect on the performance and fuel 
consumption. The tractor with dual 
wheels will not harm the soil, which 
will pay back in an increasingly more 
uniform crop emergence from season 
to season. Dual wheels are a standard 
accessory of RSM Series 2000 tractors. 
You can choose from the versions 
with narrow duals 520/85R42 (520mm 
tread) and with wide duals 710/70R38 
(710mm tread). 
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HydraFlow® closed center load sensing system ensures an efficient operation of seeding and tillage implements, 
producing a maximum hydraulic flow of up to 170 L/min. When there is no demand, the system operates in an 
economical low-pressure mode, building up a reserve to transmit all power to the drawbar. HiFlow system HiFlow 
with a 220 L/min capacity (optional) will handle the most demanding seeding systems with a great number of 
hydraulic-operated units (two fans, hydraulic down-pressure system for openers or tools, etc.).

COUPLING AND OPERATING IMPLEMENTS AND ATTACHMENTS

1” high flow couplers set and case 
drain coupler come as standard and 
will suffice for hooking up most of air 
seeders.

The hydraulic system control 
levers are conveniently located. The 
standard equipment includes four 
control valves operated remotely 
from the tractor cab. All the valves 
have four modes: raise, lower, neutral, 
float. The control levers and valves of 
different colours facilitate operation of 
implements. The locks can be used to 

The closed center load sensing 
hydraulic system with a tandem 
of pumps (gear and axial pumps) 
producing variable flow depending on 
demand controls and supplies pressure 
as required. When there is no high 
pressure demand, the system goes 
to the low pressure mode, creating a 
reserve of power. A dedicated steering 
circuit with a priority valve provides a 
consistent supply of pressure that is 
not interrupted by trailed implements. 
If steering is not used, the extra power 
is sent to the main system of the 
tractor and implement combination.

The rotary knobs ensure smooth and 
accurate control of hydraulic flow.

The couplers at the rear of the 
tractor are distinctly labeled to match 
the colour of the control levers 
in the cab. The operator-friendly 
arrangement of couplers ensures 
easy coupling of implements. This 
considerably reduces the time 
required for work when you are 
pressed for time during the fieldwork 
frenzy.

lock the levers in the neutral position, 
not allowing them to go to the float 
position, or to lock them between 
the float and raised positions for the 
seeder motor to run.

The hydraulic flow control knobs 
are arranged conveniently on the 
side console. By turning the knobs, 
one can increase or reduce the flow 
pressure in each hydraulic line. This 
allows the operator to easily control 
the hydraulic flow up to 104 L/min per 
valve section without leaving the seat.

The control levers are conveniently 
arranged on the side console, 
which facilitates the operation and 
maintenance of the RSM tractor. 
Below each lever, there is a three-
position detent that allows easily 
selecting and locking the setting 
required for operation.
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DRAWBAR
The tractor drawbar with a maximum 
capacity of 2,722 kg and a 51mm 
pin (CAT IV) maximizes efficiency of 
operation with trailed implements. 
The drawbar attachment point located 
close to the tractor’s centre of gravity 
provides the best distribution of axle 
load, 50/50. This offers an appreciable 
saving of fuel.

REAR 3-POINT HITCH  
(WITH EHR)
The rear 3-point hitch is an option 
that can be installed at the factory 
or by a Rostselmash dealer. This is 
an electrohydraulic system with 
automatic position control (EHR) that 
is needed to maintain consistent 
depth of implements. The hitch is 
designed to accept Category IVN 
(by default) and III implements. Lift 
capacity at 610mm behind lift points 
on lower links is 5,897 kg.

QUICK HITCH FACE PLATE 
(OPTION)
The optional Quick Hitch face plate 
makes it much easier to attach and 
detach implements. With this hitch, 
the operator can back up the tractor, 
put the hitch hooks under the 
implement, raise the hitch, attach the 
implement without leaving the cab.

3-POINT HITCH CONTROL 
PANEL:
1  manual raise/lower
2  hitch position locking (0 is the float 

position)
3  hitch lowering speed
4 auto raise/lower

The automatic constant ground 
speed system maintains a preset 
value of engine speed. This function 
allows operating at an optimum 
engine speed, irrespective of the 
position of the throttle control lever. 
The speed stabilisation mode can 
be controlled with two switches. 
CRUISE/OFF button 5 turns on and 
off the engine speed stabilisation 
mode. +/- (SET) button 6 is designed 
to adjust engine speed.

GPS/GLONASS AUTOPILOT 
(OPTION)
RSM tractors can be optionally fitted 
with a GPS/GLONASS automatic 
guidance system. The autopilot will 
improve the tractor performance 
by 10% by minimising gaps and 
overlaps during tillage operations, and 
eliminate the risk of dense planting 
when seeding systems are used. 
The tractor is compatible with both an 
electric autosteer and a more precise 
steering system via a hydraulic valve.
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Comfortable operator seat is fully 
adjusted by the air suspension, has 
8 positions, a proper support for the 
lumbar spine, the adjustment of the 
degree of shock absorption, and the 
adjustable armrests.

For maximum conve-
nience of operation, the 
steering column can 
be adjusted by height 
and tilt.

The side cab post has 
room for a GPS-receiv-
er, seeding system dis-
play, and other systems 
for operating trailed 
implements.

The seat has air suspension. The central position provides a 360-degree field of 
vision to monitor the operation of wide machinery.

The sensors, instrument panel and switches are easy to read because of clear 
marking, are located conveniently and along the operator’s line of sight. This al-
lows changing the controls quickly, without taking the eyes off the field.

You will appreciate the convenience and comfort of the cab on RSM Series 2000 tractors. The door opens to the right 
providing more space on the cab platform, which makes the maintenance easier. The ladder and platform are fitted with 
convenient handrails. The maximum comfort of control of powerful machinery is created to facilitate the operator’s work. 
All the engineering solutions are simple and user-friendly. Improved noise insulation, ergonomics, and a great panoramic 
field of vision create perfect conditions for productive work.

Air flow from the air conditioner or heater is adjusted by eleven vents on the 
top and bottom of the cab, allowing an efficient temperature control in the cab.

CAB – COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
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There is usually not enough time for maintenance, and every minute counts during field campaign. Therefore, Rostselmash 
tractors are designed for an easy and convenient maintenance.

With special sight glasses you can 
quickly check oil level in the hydraulic 
system, differential and transmission, 
which guarantees a timely 
maintenance and efficient operation of 
these systems.

The engine air filter is conveniently 
located for a regular maintenance 
to be timely carried out to prevent a 
rapid wear of the engine in heavy-duty 
conditions.

After climbing the convenient steps 
of the ladder, you can easily inspect 
the engine components and the cooler 
filler neck. All the mechanisms are 
located within the operator’s direct 
field of view, which facilitates work 
considerably.

The front grille opens outwards easily, 
like a window wing, for convenient 
cleaning, filling, inspection of engine 
coolers, transmission, air conditioner, 
fuel cooler. Everything is designed to 
make the operator’s work easy and 
save time.

The batteries on the right side of the 
tractor are fitted with a metallic cover 
for protection. The gas spring provided 
raises and holds the cover for the 
easy access and maintenance of the 
batteries.

The electronic panel conveniently 
located in the cab behind the operator 
seat has clearly marked fuses, which 
allows the maintenance to be carried 
out during the tractor operation, with 
the operator not distracted from work.

MAINTENANCE

Routine maintenance extends the tractor service life, reduces the downtime 
of machinery and the cost of ownership. Many engineering solutions were 
developed to allow a comfortable maintenance. Even the side shields can be 
raised to provide an easy access to the inspection and lubrication points.

The sight holes allow for a quick 
check of fluid levels.
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2375 2400

Engine

Engine type Cummins QSМ11

Displacement [L]/ No. of cylinders / No.
of valves 10.8/6/24

Rated hp 380 405

Peak hp 405 433

Maximum torque @1,400 rpm [Nm] 1,898 1,898

Fuel tank (total capacity) [L] 927

Fuel tank (usable capacity) [L] 871

Transmission

Mechanical transmission Quadshift 12x4, 35 km/h

Axles

Differential lock   
front and rear axles

Brakes dry-caliper
hydraulically-operated

Hydraulic system

Type closed center load sensing

Standard flow [L/min] 170

Optional flow [L/min] 220

Manually-operated implement valve 
assembly

4 pairs of 1/2" hydraulic couplers 
(raise, lower, neutral and float 

positions; adjustable flow up to 
104 L/min per line) 

2 No. of 1" couplers and 3/8” coupler for 
case drain line (for air seeders) 

Maximum system pressure 200 to 210 bar   
(2,900 to 3,000 psi)

Pneumatic system

Compressor and trailer brakes 

Exterior lights

Front

2 road lights   
+ 4 LED light on hood   

+ 2 LED lights on fenders   
+ 4 LED light on cab

Rear 4 LED lights on fenders   
+ 2 LED lights on cab

Electrical system

Alternator 12V, 130А

Batteries x3, 12V, 950 ССА

Drawbar and hitch

Vertical load [kg] 2,722

with heavy-duty drawbar [kg] 4,082

Pin diameter [mm] 51 (2")

Rear hitch, maximum lift capacity 
@610mm behind hitch point

CAT IVN/III kg with quick hitch 
face plate, 5,900 kg

PTO
  

1,000 rpm 44.5mm shaft;   
20 splines

Cab

Agrotronic agromanagement platform 

Volume [cu.m] 2.8

Glazed area [sq.m] 5

Wheels and tyres

Available dual options for front and rear 
wheels 520/85R42, 710/70R38

Sizes with tyres
520/85R42

with tyres
710/70R38

Length [mm] (with front weight) 7,340

Height [mm] (over exhaust pipe) 3,700 3,721

Width over single tyre wheels [mm] 2,348 2,655

Width with single tyres [mm] 2,640 2,655

Width with dual tyres [mm] 3,814 4,635

Wheelbase - length [mm] 3,380

Wheelbase - width [mm] 1,829 (3,275
with duals)

1,917 (3,925
with duals)

Top of hitch (drawbar) [mm] 481 502

Standard turn diameter [m](38°) 9.73

Minimum turn diameter [m](42°) 8.69

Weight

Maximum tractor operating weight [kg] 17,900

Specifications
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RSM 3435/3485/3535/3575

POWERFUL ENGINES BY CUMMINS®
The RSM Series 3000 of AWD tractors (440, 492, 542, 583 h.p.) uses a powerful 
6-cylinder QSX15 engine by Cummins with a 15L displacement. When 
designing the full-wheel drive tractors, we chose Cummins QSX engines 
to optimise power, torque, engine speed to match current field loads. The 
turbocharge and the charge air cooling ensure as clean and complete fuel 
combustion as possible. The injection system with pump-injectors and an 
electronic control unit allows promptly reacting to changes in load and throttle 
valve position. The electronic control module with the programming function 
allows to determine the most economical and optimal operation parameters 
for the engine during the soil tillage or seeding.

POWERSHIFT® 
AUTOMATIC 
TRANSMISSION
All Series 3000 models come 
with robust TA22 automatic 
transmission as standard. The 
transmission has 16 forward 
gears and 4 reverse gears. 
The transmission uses power 
shifting.

FRAME, AXLES, DRAWBAR
The frame is welded from high-
grade steel sheets to make the 
structure strong under extra high 
loads. To increase the durability and 
dependability, the main bearing used 
in the frame articulation joint is as 
large as possible. The articulation 
is provided by a 80mm heavy-duty 
pivot pin to maintain the strength and 
dependability under any load. The 
planetary drives transfer all available 
power via a large precision gear. The 
planetary hubs are suspended on the 

large bearings 
attached directly 
to the axle beam. 
The entire load 
is supported by 
the axle beam, 

rather than the driven components. 
The tractor drawbar with a maximum 
capacity of 4,082 kg and a 51mm 
pin (CAT IV) maximizes efficiency of 
operation with trailed implements. 
The drawbar attachment point located 
close to the tractor»s centre of gravity 
provides the best distribution of axle 
load, 50/50, which allows to achieve 
a considerable saving of fuel.

EFFICIENCY FOR ANY APPLICATION
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ARMREST WITH INTEGRATED CONTROL PANEL
The joystick helps shift gears, select the transmission 
operation modes, control two sections of the hydraulic 
control valve, and control the hitch.
Flow to each section can be set on the display. The high-
definition colour touchscreen display is clearly visible and 
shows the operator all the required information about the 
operation of tractor systems.
The armrest also has the buttons of cruise-control, activation 
of the automatic transmission mode, activation/deactivation 
of the differential lock, lifting/lowering of the 3-point hitch 
(option), activation of the PTO shaft (option).

CAB – COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
The cab of Series 3000 tractors meets the most stringent 
requirements. The ladder steps, handrails and guardrails are 
functional and convenient. The wide two-seat cab provides 
a 360-degree panoramic view. The steering column can 
be adjusted by tilt and reach. The cab microclimate can be 
changed with large temperature and air conditioning control 
knobs. The standard configuration of the Deluxe cab provides 
maximum of comfort in the cab for work.

MAINTENANCE 
The front grilles open outwards for easy 
cleaning and inspection of the cooler 
and the cooling system.

The hydraulic control valve switches 
are arranged on the armrest console 
and their colours match those of 
couplers.

HYDRAFLOW HYDRAULIC 
SYSTEM
The HydraFlow® closed center load 
sensing system provides the required 
pressure for an efficient operation of 
implements and trailed implements. 
When there is no demand, the system 
operates in an economical low-
pressure mode, building up a reserve 
to deliver all power. The capacity of 
a standard hydraulic system is 208 L/
min. A high flow system with a capacity 
of 303 L/min is available as an option. 
The set of 3/4" couplers and case drain 
coupler come as standard equipment 
required for hooking up most of air 
seeders.

The air filter can be accessed directly 
from the ground.
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3435 3485 3535 3575
Engine
Engine model Cummins QSX15
Engine type turbocharged aftercooled 6-cylinder diesel engine
Displacement 15L
Engine power 440 h.p. (324 kW) 492 h.p. (362 kW) 542 h.p. (399 kW) 583 h.p. (429 kW)
Extra power reserve 7% @1,800 rpm 8% @1,800 rpm
Maximum engine peak power 466 h.p. (343 kW) 527 h.p. (388 kW) 579 h.p. (426 kW) 628 h.p. (462 kW)
Torque backup 35% @1,400 rpm 30% @1,400 rpm
Torque rating (2,100 rpm) 1,475 Nm 1,645 Nm 1,814 Nm 1,950 Nm
Maximum torque (1,400 rpm) 1,992 Nm 2,219 Nm 2,449 Nm 2,542 Nm
Fuel system
Capacity of fuel tanks 1,325L
Fuel filter engine-mounted complete with water separator
Transmission

Powershift Transmission automatic transmission Caterpillar 16х4, electrohydraulic, synchronised, oil batch cooling,
multi-disk clutch

Maximum speed 40 km/h
Speed radar 
Axles
External planetary gears heavy-duty
Lock of front and rear differentials 
Brakes dual disk brakes with dry calipers
Hydraulic brake of the trailer 
Hydraulics
Type Closed Center Load Sensing System
Standard flow 208 L/min
High Flow 303 L/min
Hydraulics control:

Electrohydraulic remote valves 4 pairs of 1/2" hydraulic couplers (raise, lower, neutral and float positions;
constant flow with programmable time delay; adjustable flow up to 114 L/min per line)

2 No. of 1" couplers and 3/8” coupler for case drain line (for 
air seeders) 

6 pairs of 1/2" hydraulic couplers 
Maximum system pressure 197 bar (2,900 psi)
Electrical system
Alternator 12V 160A alternator 180 А
Batteries 3 No. of 12V maintenance-free battery, 950 CCA

Lighting 4 lights above front grill, 2 front work lights on shields, 4 rear work lights on shields, 4 work
lights on cab roof

3-point hitch 
Rear hitch, lift capacity (option) CAT IV, 6,800 kg @610mm behind hitch point

Cab high-comfort two-seat Deluxe cab (includes semi-active operator seat, trainer seat, rear-view
mirror electric drive, monitor attachment pipe, cooled box, audio fittings, rear sub blind)

Agromanagement platform Agrotronic 


GPS/GLONASS Autopilot 
Swinging drawbar/PTO /
Vertical load 4,082 kg
with heavy-duty drawbar installed 5,443 kg

Hitch pin 51 mm (2") with automatic hitch 70 mm (2.75")
(51 mm (2") - )

Power take-off shaft (option) 44.5 mm 20-spline 1000 rpm output shaft
Wheels and tyres
Available dual options for front and rear wheels 710/70R42 800/70R38
Sizes with tyres 710/70R42 with tyres 800/70R38
Length (without front weights) [mm] 7,606
Length (with front weights) [mm] 8,171
Height [mm] (over the cab) 3,980 3,968
Width over single tyre wheels [mm] 3,180 3,230
Width with single tyres [mm] 3,277
Width with dual tyres [mm] 4,720 5,118
Wheelbase - length [mm] 3,900
Wheelbase - width [mm] 2,166 (4,004 with duals) 2,240 (4,240 with duals)
Minimum turn diameter [m] 9,9
Weight
Basic tractor weight (without wheels and weights) [kg] 15,063
Maximum tractor operating weight [kg] 19,790 22,070 24,340 26,140

Specifications

●   standard           ○   option
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POWERFUL ENGINES BY CUMMINS®
The tractors feature the time-tested 15-litre 
Cummins QSX 15 engine that was specially 
designed for agricultural machines, adapted 
to operation in tough conditions. This engine 
has a high power with a minimum fuel con-
sumption, which guarantees you fuel savings 
up to 10 % depending on the type of opera-
tion.

ARTICULATION OF FRAMES
60 and 80mm heavy-duty articulation pins ensure a strong connection. This simple, 
but technically correct arrangement was designed for operation under any load, the 
more so because the versatility and power of tractors allow handling the hardest agri-
cultural activities. The articulation joint improves the tractor floatation in difficult and 
uneven field areas as compared with two-track tractors.

FUEL TANKS
A new tractor is second to none in terms 
of the output per shift, the capacity of two 
fuel tanks being 1,540 L, the filler necks fit-
ted on both sides of the tractor. This allows 
the new 3000 DT tractors to spend even 
more time in the field and to till up to 400 
ha between refills.

AXLES
To transfer a high torque with minimum 
losses to the track drives, 3000 DT tractors 
use a external final drive that has proven 
itself more than once as one of the best solu-
tions in agricultural mechanical engineering.

POWERSHIFT® AUTOMATIC 
TRANSMISSION
The ideal operation speed required to 
fulfil a set task is provided by the auto-
matic transmission CAT TA 22 with 16 
forward and 4 reverse gears. Gears are 
shifted with one lever, with the clutch 
pedal unused.
The automatic transmission Power Shift 
supports the following modes:
•  power shifting without interruption of 

power flow
•  automatic shifting
•  programmable shifting.
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TRACK DRIVE
This machine causes 3 times less soil 
compaction (versus a single-tyre tractor). 
The implement can be 15-20 % wider. 3000 
DT is fuel-efficient and do no harm to the 
soil. The track drive system is one of the 
most advanced chassis in the industry. 3000 
DT tractors use the systems that reduce 
wear of the track drive by decreasing friction 
and heating. The large drive wheel engages 

CAB – COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
Now the operator will be able to spend more time in the field thanks 
to a new improved cab that provides a perfect 360-degree panoramic 
view, the area of glazing being 6.9 sq. m. The absolutely new control 
panel integrated in the right armrest allows monitoring all the tractor 
functions. The keys have symbols in the form of easily readable icons 
and simple operation algorithms that do not require an additional 
training for the operator. The semi-automatic air suspension of 
the operator seat with 11 adjustments allows selecting the best 
comfortable work mode.

HYDRAFLOW HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
The HydraFlow® closed center load sensing system provides the required 
pressure for an efficient operation of implements and trailed implements. When 
there is no demand, the system operates in an economical low-pressure mode, 
building up a reserve to deliver all power. The standard hydraulic system flow 
is 303 L/min. A hydraulic system delivering 208 L/min is available as option. 4 1” 
couplers, case drain coupler, Power Beyond kit come as standard equipment 
required for hooking up most of air seeders.

DRAWBAR
The drawbar attachment point is located directly 
behind the tractor articulation joint. The swinging 
drawbar hitch with a 51mm pin is designed to 
attach wide trailed implements. The hitch height 
cannot be changed. 
The hitch can be locked in five positions from side 
to side.

AFTERSALES SERVICE
There is usually not enough time for maintenance, 
and every minute counts during field operations. 
Routine maintenance extends the tractor 
service life, reduces the downtime of machinery 
and the cost of ownership. Many engineering 
solutions were developed to allow a comfortable 
maintenance. The sight holes allow a quick check 
of the fluid level. The front grille opens outwards 
easily for convenient cleaning, filling, inspection 
of engine coolers, transmission, air conditioner, 
fuel cooler. Everything is designed to make the 
operator’s work easy and save time.

at 81°, and wide grousers on the 22cm 
track prevent track spinning, thereby 
extending the track life and saving fuel. 
The tandem roller frame design with 2 
degrees of freedom allows us to achieve 
an optimum weight distribution, lower 
vibrations and greater comfort for the 
operator. You will hardly ever notice any 
minor irregularities.
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Specifications

● – standard        ○ – option

3485 DT 3535 DT 3575 DT
Engine
Engine model Cummins QSX15
Engine type turbocharged aftercooled 6-cylinder diesel engine
Displacement 15L
Engine power 492 h.p. (362 kW) 542 h.p. (399 kW) 583 h.p. (429 kW)
Extra power reserve 7% @1,800 rpm 8% @1,800 rpm
Maximum engine peak power 527 h.p. (388 kW) 579 h.p. (426 kW) 628 h.p. (462 kW)
Torque backup 35% @1,400 rpm 30% @1,400 rpm
Torque rating (2,100 rpm) 1,645 Nm 1,814 Nm 1,950 Nm
Maximum torque (1,400 rpm) 2,219 Nm 2,449 Nm 2,542 Nm
Fuel system
Capacity of fuel tanks 1,540L
Fuel filter 
Transmission

Powershift Transmission CAT TA22 16х4 automatic transmission, electrohydraulic, synchronised, oil batch cooling,
multi-disk clutch

Maximum speed 35 km/h
Speed radar 
Axles
External planetary gears heavy-duty
Lock of front and rear differentials 
Brakes dual disk brakes with dry calipers
Hydraulic brake of the trailer 
Hydraulics
Type closed center load sensing

Flow  – 303 L/min
 – 208 L/min

Electrohydraulic remote valves (raise, lower, neutral, float 
positions, constant flow with programmable time delay; 
adjustable flow up to 130 L/min per section)

 – 6 pairs of 1/2” couplers 
 – 4 pairs of 1/2” couplers

4 No. of 1" couplers with 2 No. of 1/2” coupler for case drain line 
(for air seeders) 

Power Beyond kit (couplers for supply line, return line and LS 
pump pilot pressure line) 

Maximum system pressure 197 bar (2,900 psi)
Electrical system
Alternator 12V 160A alternator
Batteries 4 No. of 12V maintenance-free battery, 950 CCA

Lighting
Front - 4 LED work lights on hood, 2 road lights on bolster,

2 front LED work lights on fenders, 4 LED work lights on cab;
Rear - 4 LED work lights on fenders, 4 LED work lights on cab

3-point hitch
Rear hitch, lift capacity  – CAT IV, 6,800 kg @ 610mm from hitch point
Cab

Equipment
high-comfort two-seat cab (includes semi-active air-suspended operator seat, trainer seat, rear-view 
mirror electric drive, monitor attachment pipe, cooled box, audio fittings, front and rear sun blinds, 

multifunction armrest with joystick, 8.7” color touchscreen monitor)
Cab volume [m3] 3.6
Glazed area [m2] 6.9
Agrotronic agromanagement platform 
GPS/GLONASS Autopilot 
Swinging drawbar 
Vertical load 4,082 kg
with heavy-duty drawbar installed 5,443 kg
Hitch pin 51mm (2") with automatic hitch 70 mm (2.75") (51mm (2") - )
PTO 
Power take-off shaft 44.5mm 20-spline 1000rpm output shaft
Tracks
Track width [in. (mm)]  – 30 (762);  – 36 (914)
Contact area with 762mm tracks [m2] 5.5
Contact area with 914mm tracks [m2] 6.6
Dimensions
Length (without front weights) [mm] 7,930
Height [mm] (over exhaust pipe) 4,000/4,000
Width with 762mm tracks [mm] 3,700
Wheelbase - length [mm] 3,900
Track width [mm] 2,480
Minimum turn radius (from front axle mid-pint) [m] 11.5
Weight
Maximum tractor operating weight [kg] 30,450
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TILLAGE EQUIPMENT

OFFSET DISC HARROW
RSM DV-1000, DV-1500

The Stone-Flex brackets 
act as shock absorbers 
when the machine drives 
over stones and obstacles.

Heavy-duty disc 
blades have a high 
abrasion resistance.

Secure torquing to 
4,340 Nm ensures a long 
service life of the gang 
components.

Possible individual 
adjustment of the disc 
gang tilt angles: from 19° 
to 25.5°.

Strong double-thrust 
bearings on the disc 
gang Т2-215 are in-
cluded in the standard 
configuration.

Parameters DV-1000/600 DV-1500/430

Working width [m] 6.0 4.3

Design
Frame dimensions [mm] 200×100 260×130
Disc spacing [mm] 305 356
Disc size [mm] 710×9 813×12
Number of discs 41 25
Number of bearings on disc gangs 12 10
Disc gang shaft ø 48 mm ø 48 mm
Disc gang torque 4,340 Nm 4,340 Nm

Gang tilt angles
adjustable 19°,
20.5°, 21°, 22.5°,

23.5°, 25.5°

adjustable 21°,
24° rear, 22°, 25°

front
Operating depth [cm] 7…20 12.5...25
Tillage speed [km/h] 6…15 6…15
Tractor power rating [h.p.] 305…375 350…420
Attachment method towed towed

Configuration

Stone-Flex brackets •
T2-215 bearing • •
Disc scrapers • •
Closing discs • •
Steel spacers • •
Gang mount wrench • •
Tongue jack • •
Safety lights kit • •
Tongue safety chain • •
Self-locking half-spacers • •

Specifications

• standard ○ option
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TANDEM DISC HARROW
RSM DX-850

The Stone-Flex brackets 
act as shock absorbers 
when the machine drives 
over stones and obstacles.

Heavy-duty disc blades 
660 х 8 mm have a high 
abrasion resistance.

Secure torquing to 
4,340 Nm ensures a long 
service life of the gang 
components.

Convenient adjustment 
of the tillage depth by the 
cylinder rod segments.

Strong double-thrust 
bearings on the disc gang 
Т2-215 are included in the 
standard configuration.
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Parameters DX-850/880 DX-850/970 DX-850/1080

Working width [m] 8.8 9.7 10.8

Transport width [m] 5.0 5.4 6.0

Transport height [m] 4.0 4.5 5.0

Design

Frame dimensions [mm] 150х100

Harrow weight [kg] 8,300 9,300 10,100

Disc spacing [mm] 267

Disc size [mm] 660 х 8

Number of disc blades  
including notched/plain

66
32/34

74
36/38

82
40/42

Number of bearings on disc gangs 24 24 26

Disc gang shaft ø 48 mm

Disc gang torque 4,340 Nm

Gang angles fixed
20° front, 17° rear

Operating depth [cm] 7…18

Tillage speed [km/h] 8…11

Tractor power rating [h.p.] 330...375 350...420 375...435

Attachment method towed

Configuration

Floating tongue •
Stone-Flex brackets •
T2-215 bearing •
Disc scrapers •
Closing discs •
Steel spacers •
Gang mount wrench •
Tongue jack •
Shutoff hydraulic valves •
Safety lights kit •
Tongue safety chain •

Specifications

•   standard ○   option
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HD SERIES MULCH HARROW

The HD mulch harrow is designed for the surface and 
secondary tillage, the chopping of crop and plant residues, the 
placement of fertilisers.
The mulch harrow is used in farming for tilling the soil without 
stones to a depth of up to 12.5 cm. The НD mulch harrow 
performs well when the following operating conditions are 
met:

– maximum field slope is 8.5°
– maximum soil moisture content is 28 %
– soil hardness is max. 3.5 MPa at depths between 0 and 12.5cm
– required pressure in the tractor hydraulic system is up to 20 
MPa (200 atm).
The mulch harrow is designed to be coupled with wheeled and 
tracked tractors.

FOR A LARGE AMOUNT OF CROP MATERIAL
The HD notched disc blades are efficient in chopping the crop 
residues and incorporating them in the topsoil. When tilling, HD 
disc blades enter the soil to a depth of up to 12.5 cm.

FIRMING ROLLER
The rubberized roller with atmospheric pressure tyres and 
scrapers firms the soil, breaks the crust, creates a loose soil layer.

INDIVIDUAL DISC SUSPENSION
Each disc is individually attached to the frame by elastic rubber 
dampers. The disc follows the ground contours better than the 
one on the machines with rigidly attached discs. The individual 
disc suspension provides the best throughput of soil and plant 
residues.

SAFETY SYSTEM
Flexible rubber dampers on each disc function as disc 
safeguards. The rubber dampers need no servicing and absorb 
vibrations preventing the framework and its joints from being 
overstressed.

TANDEM OF POWER AND SPEED
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TOOTHED DISCS
The toothed discs 560 mm in diameter and 6 mm thick are the 
key to excellent performance. When a minimum operating 
depth is 6 cm, the optimal shape and orientation angles allow 
undercutting the plant roots continuously.

SURFACE TILLAGE
Two rows of toothed discs undercut the plant roots and cover 
the crop residues thoroughly with surface soil. The disc row 
spacing of 100 cm and the individual suspension of tools 
provide the plugging-free operation of the harrow.

DISC OFFSET ADJUSTMENT
The simple design minimises the human efforts required 
to set up the machine. The transverse offset of the rear row 
of tools is adjusted at the time of assembly of the harrow, 
adjusted accurately during the startup. No further adjustment 
is required.

OPTIMAL PROTECTION OF BEARINGS
The bearing assemblies use maintenance-free bearings. 
This allows to disregard a regular lubrication and reduce the 
maintenance costs considerably.

Model HD-800/600 HD-800/800

Working width [m] 6 8

Max. performance per 1 hour of basic time at 10 km/h [ha] 6 8

Operating depth [cm] 6.0 to 12.5

Disc diameter х thickness [mm] 560×6

Disc spacing in a row [mm] 250±10

Number of tools 49 65

Number of tool ranks 2

Soil crumbling percentage, clod size

up to 50 mm, minimum 80 80

larger than 100 mm not acceptable not acceptable

Working forward speed [km/h] 15 15

Tractor power requirement [h.p.] 240–305 305–350

Specifications
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Other manufacturers

CULTIVATORS

The Rostselmash continuous tillage cultivators 
from R lineup (R-820, R-1020, R-1220, R-1480, 
R-1830) are designed for the surface and secondary 
tillage and the cultivation of fallow lands to a depth 
of 6 to 15 cm.
These machines cultivate soil for spring, vegetable 
and arable crops. They are required for tilling fallow 
fields, stubble fields, as well as for the pre-seeding 
loosening of the topsoil. They will prove useful 
at every farm because they are adapted to work 
in various soil and climate conditions and have 
unmatched specifications.

CONTINUOUS TILLAGE CULTIVATORS
R-820, R-1020, R-1220, R-1480, R-1830

The dual balance wheels allow the cultivator to travel smoothly, especially across the furrow. Ground following 
of up to 10° is possible due to the articulation of the fenders, the longer cultivator wheelbase provide a more 
consistent engagement of the sweeps.

The front self-orienting wheels help undercut weeds to the specified depth and contribute to a better 
preparation of an even seedbed.

The floating hitch is included in the standard equipment 
package. Unlike the models with a rigid hitch (see the 
figure), R cultivators perform better in following the ground 
roughness, while not allowing the sweeps to change the 
depth unless necessary. The uniformity of penetration 
is especially important during the preparation of the 
field for planting because the seeder openers will follow 
the firm seedbed left behind the sweep during seeding. 
The consistent placement depth guarantees a proper 
development of plants and is the key to a good harvest.

SIMPLE AND PRACTICAL DESIGN

VERSATILITY

HIGH QUALITY OF TILLAGE EVEN IN ROUGH TERRAIN
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The rugged and robust C shank of the opener is one 
of the key components in the process of mixing of soil 
and crop residues in the surface soil layers. The 250kg 
tool spring pressure provides consistent engagement of 
the sweeps, which is critical for the secondary tillage.

SWEEP MOUNTING OPTIONS
The bolted sweeps have a small tilt 
angle, therefore, they are suitable 
for the tillage at a minimum 
depth during the pre-seeding 
preparation. The cultivator of this 
configuration undercuts the weed 
roots completely and ‘combs’ them 
out onto the surface, where they 
get dry. In addition, up to 70 % 
of stubble residues remain lying 
on the soil surface, which allows 
avoiding an excessive evaporation 
of moisture. The soil keeps up to 
20-30 kg/ha of the primary plant 
nutrient (nitrogen) that is usually 
used by microorganisms to 
decompose stubble and straw.

The convenient frame 
adjustment enables the alignment 
in the longitudinal and transverse 
directions. The sweep lift height 
is 180mm above the ground.

Only one strong bolt 
is used to attach the shank 
to the frame, which saves 
time and money for its 
replacement.

The cultivator train comprising 3-bar coil tine 
harrows and active rolling basket levels the field 
surface.
Spring down pressure (40 to 80 kg) and the 
possibility to change coil tine angles are 
particularly effective for uprooting the weeds.

Bolted sweeps  
305×6 mm  
(standard)

MAX 150 mm

MAX 180 mm
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FRAME STRUCTURE
The operating depth can be individually adjusted in the middle and 
on the cultivator fenders to ensure a uniform depth of tillage across the 
working width no matter how deep the gauge wheels sink into the soil.

HIGH CLEARANCE
The 680 mm clearance under the frame allows the cultivator to easily 
handle highly weeded fields. Thanks to the 30 cm road clearance under 
the sweep in the transport position, the machine can travel between 
fields with comfort. The standard package also includes ballast weights 
for the best stabilisation of cultivators during the transportation.

Setting operating 
depth

The cultivator drawbar has 
a convenient storage system 
for hoses and wiring. The 
hydraulics are reliable and 
do not require any special 
maintenance.

Longitudinal 
levelling
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R-820 CULTIVATOR

This cultivator has a special design that differs from 
the other models in the lineup.
The unit has an adjustable drawbar (with a sync 
link), a shallow frame with fewer gauge wheels, 
which allows to achieve its high mobility during 
transport.
The hitch self-alignment function is optionally 
offered to ensure the additional travel and shock 
absorption. In any case, the tillage depth difference 
between the first and second rows will not be 
greater than 2 cm. The transport width and height 
of R-820 is 3.8m and 2.5m, respectively. This allows 
driving on public roads with minimum restrictions. 
The model is a perfect solution for the small farms 
with a tillage area from 500 to 2000 ha that give 
priority to the cost of equipment and its simplicity 
provided that it performs the basic functions. 
The high manoeuvrability of the cultivator is 
important for its transportation between 
fields and also for tilling small and odd-
shaped fields where you have to turn quickly 
at the headland.

The three-bar coil tine harrows with the tines sized 495xØ11 mm 
are configured in a unique manner. Each row of teeth operates at 
different angles (20°, 25°, 30°) and different depths. This provides 
the best surface levelling results when the teeth are loaded 
uniformly.

The basket has no central shaft 
making it easier to operate in wet soil 
and heavy residue conditions without 
plugging or winding. The basket can 
be set at different heights and even 
completely lifted off the ground 
to exclude it from the process. This 
is useful when you need to quickly 
configure the cultivator for operation 
in very wet conditions.
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Passive mode is used when 
you want to force the weeds to 
actively emerge when tilling 
fallows or during seedbed 
preparation. Soil back-packing 
due to the down pressure effect 
promotes faster formation of 
capillary channels between the 
deep layers and top soil.

SPIRAL BARS ON THE ROLLING BASKET PROVIDE TWO FINISH 
MODES FOR THE CULTIVATOR: ACTIVE AND PASSIVE

The active mode is suitable 
for a more aggressive clod 
breaking and soil mixing with 
the formation of a proper 
suspended ‘interlayer’ above 
the future seedbed, with more 
spring moisture kept in soil.

AFTERSALES SERVICE

R cultivators are virtually maintenance-free.
Most of components use polymer bushes and liners, so lubrication is not 
needed.
The cultivator is supplied complete with a spare parts kit to enable a 
prompt repair and replacement.
In the event of major breakdowns, contact an authorised Rostselmash 
dealership centre for proper consultations and necessary support.
The Rostselmash R cultivators offer an extended warranty: 2 years from 
the date of commissioning.

1 - pin, 2 - polymer bushing

Strut pivot
1 - bolt, 2 - polymer bushing
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Model  R-820 R-1020 R-1220 R-1480 R-1830

Type semi-towed towed towed towed towed

Tractor power requirement [h.p.] 210 to 280 250 to 350 250 to 350 350 to 420 480 to 530

Tillage width [m] 8.2 10.2 12.2 14.8 18.3

Productivity [ha/h] up to 9.8 up to 12.2 up to 14.6 up to 17.7 up to 21.9

Operating depth [cm] 6…15

Max. (design) weight [kg] 4.100 6.700 8.300 10.500 12.000

Frame profile [mm] 120×80

Fender following angle [°], up/down 10/6

Road clearance under sweep [mm], min. 300

Road clearance under frame [mm], min. 680

Number of tool ranks 5

Tillage depth adjustment interval [mm] stepless

Number of tools 33 40 48 58 72

Sweep spacing in a row [mm] 254

Sweep width [mm] 305

Shank type – size [mm] arched – 50×25

Tool shank operating force [kgf ] up to 250

Shank reaction height [mm] 180

Number of attachment modules 4 6 6 6 6

Coil tine length and diameter [mm] 495×11

Coil tine harrow angle setting range [°] steplessly from 20 to 35

Rolling basket diameter [mm] 310

Rolling basket down pressure setting range [kg] 40…80

Weed undercutting [%] 100

Hydraulic system pressure [MPa] 16

Field speed [km/h] up to 12

Road speed [km/h] up to 10

Road speed [km/h]

length 7,700 8,700 9,260 10,600 10,600

width 8,500 10,500 12,300 15,200 18,700

height 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,950 1,950

Specifications
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SH/SC SERIES SEEDING SYSTEMS

The SH and SC series seeding systems are used in all 
growing areas, other than hill agriculture zone, and are 
designed for drilling grain crops and grain legumes, 
and for subsurface application of mineral fertilisers.
The seeding systems comprise a pneumatic АТ-8 tank 
(АТ-11/AC-315), a cultivation section based on the 
R series cultivator and an air-operated distribution 
system. The AТ-8 and АТ-11/AC-315 air tanks provide 
centralised metering of seeds and feed then into the 
seeder’s air-operated distribution system.

The SC seeder places seeds and mineral fertilisers 
directly in the sweep zone underneath the openers. 
The SH seeder places seeds by means of the two-disc 
openers, and mineral fertilisers in sweep zone 
underneath the openers across the entire width. 
This allows drilling grain crops in rows without any 
seedbed preparation.

RUGGED FRAME STRUCTURE
The seeder frame is very robust and reliable thanks to the 
120х80х7 mm shaped pipes made from alloyed steel, and the 
proven inert gas welding procedure.

VERSATILITY AND PROTECTION AGAINST 
BREAKDOWNS
The SH/SC use different drilling methods and cultivate the field 
and till soil even in tough conditions. The heavy-duty С shank 
has a max. operating force of 250 kg, which ensures consistent 
engagement of the sweeps even in the tractor trails. This 
is especially important during drilling

AT THE HEART OF YOUR FIELD

SEEDING EQUIPMENT
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Model SH/SC-820 SH/SC-1020 SH/SC-1220 SC-1480 SC-1830

Working width [m] 8.2 10.2 12.2 14.8 18.3

Productivity [ha/h] up to 8.2 up to 10.2 up to 12.2 up to 14.8 up to 18.3

Seeding depth [mm] 50...100

Number of sweeps, SH/SC series* 33 40 48 58 72

Number of disc openers, SH series only** 56 68 80

Min. road clearance [mm] 300

Drag type combined

Weeds shaved off [%] 100

Drilling speed [km/h] up to 10

Tractor power requirement [h.p.] 240...305 350...375 375...420 420...580

Specifications

FEATURES OF SC
The SC series seeding system places seeds and fertilisers 
in sweep zone underneath the openers. Drilling is carried 
out in belts with a width of up to 25 cm. The wide seeding 
considerably increases the individual plant nutrition area, 
creating optimal conditions for their further growth and 
development. The more uniform spread of seeds over the field 
contributes to a higher plant productivity.

*SC series comes with sweeps only
**SH series comes with sweeps and disc openers

OPERATING DEPTH ADJUSTMENT
The frame structure makes sure that the operating depth 
is individually adjusted in the middle and on the seeder 
wings to ensure a consistent seeding depth across the 
working width no matter tyre deflection and wheel sinking

INCREASED GROUND CLEARANCE
A big – 68cm – underneath the seeder frame and the 5-rank 
arrangement of shanks will enable work in the fields with 
a larger amount of crop residues, with the seeder not plugged 
and without additional stops during the drilling campaign

FEATURES OFSH
The SH’s sweeps shave off the weeds, loosen soil and create 
an even and packed seedbed. Mineral fertilisers are placed 
in sweep zone underneath the openers across their width; 
seeds are placed in the soil by the two-disc opener. The 
possibility of separate placement of seeds and fertilisers to 
different depths with different seeding rates has a positive 
effect on the development of plants. And individual press 
wheels firm soil directly in the area where they are located.
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АT/AC AIR TANK
LARGE CAPACITY AND MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

The АТ-8, АТ-11/AC-315 air tank is a necessary 
component of the seeding system that is responsible 
for the calibration, the maintenance of the same rate 
of seeding and fertiliser application irrespective of the 
tractor speed, and supplies seeds and fertilisers in the 
seed tubes to the openers. The air tank for seed and 
fertiliser metering is versatile and compactible with all 
of the RSM seeding systems.

It is well-performing (seeding accuracy) both in grain 
crops, and grain legumes without the need for 
replacement of the seed roller. With the adjustable 
air flow moving seeds in the seed tubes, the seeding 
system operates without plugging and minimises 
damage to seeds.

SAVE TIME
The large tank with a capacity of 7,576L/11,100L featuring 
a mechanical seed charging system allows to increase the 
drilled acreage between refills, reducing the time required for 
maintenance

MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS
The tank has two or three isolated compartments enabling the 
simultaneous drilling of different types of seeds at a seeding 
rate from 40 to 300 kg/ha

AT-8 AT-11/AC-315
7,576 L 11,100 L

3,348 L 4,229 L 4,229 L3,524 L 3,348 L
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VERSATILITY
The seed meter has an all purpose roller that is suitable for 
various crops. You will not spend your precious time on 
converting the tank when changing to another crop.

CHANGE SEEDING RANGE QUICKLY
No-tool adjustment of the seeding rate for each tank 
compartment saves time of preparation for work. When 
changing to another crop: instead of replacing the seed wheel, 
it is enough if you change the position of the chain gear on the 
seeding range setting blocks (sprockets). 

EFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION OF FLOWS
The air mixture directly delivered to the seed meter allows 
reducing air losses considerably and using a hydraulic motor 
with max 90 L/min flow.

FAST LOADING
Charging the tank will not take much of your time and effort, 
a little more than 10 minutes. The auger is very mobile and 
designed to be operated by one person.

ACCESS DOORS
With the large access doors of 
compartments (559x600mm), the 
tank can be loaded very quickly. 
Thanks to the adjustable access 
door cover lock, the pressure in each 
compartment is maintained at the 
optimal level. The standard screen 
catches the unwelcome debris (chips, 
stones, pieces of rope, etc.). 

AUTOMATIC SWITCH
The device automatically engages 
or disengages the main clutch of the 
seed metering system transmission 
when the seeder goes down or up. The 
operator will not have to operate the 
switches manually every time during 
raising and turning at the end of a pass. 
But at the same time the system allows 
you to take over control.

COMPLETE CLEANING OF THE 
TANK
The special design makes it possible to 
clean the tank completely. The auger 
will help unload grain or fertilisers from 
the tank. You just need to position its 
funnel under the compartment cleaning 
hatch. This door also let you clean the 
seed meter from debris and stones 
accumulating in the trap.
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SET SEEDING RATE SIMPLY AND EASILY
Setting the seeding rate can take much time, but it is not the case of 
our tanks. The computer that comes standard for all tanks makes all 
calculations for you: forget about the hard-to-read charts, cumbersome 
graphs and calculators.

Each seed meter housing has an integrated 
trap for stones and debris (fertiliser lumps 
stuck to each other, fine gravel, etc.) that 
passed through the protective screen of the 
tank compartment. This prevents blockage 
and premature wear of the seed roller.

3 STEPS TO CALIBRATE THE SEED METER:
Step 1.  Enter the desired seeding rate on the monitor.
Step 2. Rotate the calibration knob to fill the pan, weigh the grain and 
enter the weight value on the monitor.
Step 3. Set the range in the combination offered by the computer. 
The Zero-Max continuously variable transmission will set to the 
desired position automatically.
As simple as that!

MAIN TRANSMISSION DRIVE
The seed metering system transmission is 
driven from the left rear wheel of the tank via 
an electromagnetic clutch. This allows keeping 
the seeding rate unchanged irrespective of 
the ground speed. The measuring gears with 
multiple teeth and high-precision Hall sensors 
help achieve an unmatched drilling accuracy.

SEEDING RATE ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

With the Zero-Max continuously variable transmission and in-cab seeding rate control

The electrical actuator
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MAIN MONITOR FUNCTIONS – TOUCHSCREEN
Control seeding rate for each reservoir Display fan speed Display and count 
performance data Display ground speed Display level of seeds in each 
reservoir Signal and display interruption of the drilling operation at each 
seed tube Control the transmission clutch both manually and automatically 
Control seed meter clutches Receive public GLONASS GNSS/GPS signals and 
transmission of navigational and telematics data to the remote server via the 
public GSM/GPRS channel.

Unique function ‘Failed Monitor’.
Thanks to the mechanical scheme of 
transmission drives, the machine can 
continue drilling even with the electronic 
seeding monitoring system fails 
completely. We do not advise using this 
function if the computer runs smoothly. 
However, when the drilling campaign 
is in full swing, when every minute of 
downtime cuts down your future base 
line, this function is very helpful.

Seed tube blockage 
indicator.
The monitor indicates 
when the seed tube 
is plugged. We use the 
sensors with a higher 
tripping accuracy as 
compared to the pin 
sensors used by many 
competitors.

Optical
blockage
sensor

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Secondary
seed tube

The seed meter is designed so as to 
allow the machine operator an easy 
inspection of the condition of the 
dosing roller, irrespective of whether 
the tank is full or empty.

The handrails on the tank can be 
folded when necessary. This reduces 
the overall dimensions of equipment 
considerably. It is convenient, espe-
cially when the tank is stored under 
a cover or in a hanger.
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AUGER CONTROL
All the tank models with the standard 
configuration have the function of flow 
control both from the top platform, 
and the ground. The selector valve has 
a spring-loaded arm that can be set 
to one of the three positions: loading/
neutral/unloading (reverse).

AUGER LOCK
This device is what is required to fix 
the auger in the transport position. 
With a special safety mechanism, the 
auger is properly protected against an 
inadvertent unlocking.

AUGER MOUNTING LOCKING
The auger sometimes needs the 
maximum stability when the 
compartments are being filled. The 
auger mounting and positioning 
assembly on tanks allows locking the 
auger in three positions.

The 213 mm-dia. loading auger, 
standard on all tank models, allows 
you to quickly load seeds and 
fertilisers into the reservoirs, and 
the good funnel design provides 
the most convenient way of loading 
without seeds being thrown out 
during auger rotation.

WELL-BALANCED AND CONTROLLABLE BY ONE PERSON
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АТ-8 AC315/AT-11

Tank

Configurations Tank behind tractor

General* 7,576L or 5.7t 11,100L or 8.5t

Front 3,348L or 2.6t 3,348L or 2.6t = 30%

Rear 4,229L, or 3.2t 4,229L, or 3.2t = 38%

Additional at front - 3,523L, or 2.7t = 32%

Dimensions

With handrails raised 3,800 ± 200m 3,800 ± 200m

With handrails lowered 3,400 ± 200m 3,400 ± 200m

Length (with auger) 8,000 ± 500m 8,220 ± 500m

Width (with auger) 3,800 ± 200m 3,800 ± 200m

Pneumatic system

Type distribution of type B (the product is divided once in the air tank and once in the seeder)

Tank construction each steel tank is fully welded and sealed

Major distribution devices 4/8, 6/12 or 8/16 (single-flow/double-flow)   ●

Primary/secondary seed tubes 2½" (64mm) diameter/1" (25 mm - inner diameter), 31mm - outer diameter

Metering system

Main clutch (auto/manual) 1

Number of metering system clutches (standard) 2 3

Transmission/seeding rate setting Zero-Max

Seeding rate range high, 1:1, low

Seed roller replacement required no

Seed rollers polyurethane

Calibration pan and crank

Fan

Type hydraulic drive

Fan diameter 330mm

Outlet pipe size 152mm

Requirements to tractor (for air tanks only) 3/4" connection (+ case drain mandatory). Close Center or Load-Sensing pressure 
distribution system. Flow: 75 L/min

Auger

Diameter 213 mm standard

Length 6.1m

Auger control from top and from bottom

Balancing yes control lever is attached at the auger centre of gravity

Display

Seeding rate [lbs/acre or kg/hectare] ●

Diagram per tank, warning signal ●

Digital fan display [rpm], alarm ●

Ground speed [miles/hour or km/hour] ●

Area drilled/hour/field/season ●

In-cab flow control ○

Seed tube locking alarm firmware, standard ●

Requirements to tractor (pull) + 50 h.p. + 70 h.p.
 

●   standard ○   option             —   n/a*Tons per 1000L of wheat = 0.76t

Specifications
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AFTERSALES SERVICE

Corporate service
Rostselmash has a wide and well-established network  
of service centres that are ready to provide 
professional assistance at any time and guarantee the 
permanent operational availability of your harvester. 
In many regions, the Company provides the unique 
service ‘delivery of a spare part within 24 hours’ that 
allows minimising a potential downtime of machinery.

The periodic maintenance by Rostselmash’s service 
centres is the only way to ensure the maximum 
service life of your machinery. Rostselmash offers 1 to 
2 year or 600 to 2,000 hour warranty depending on 
equipment type. It is recommended to have the post-
warranty service performed by the approved service 
centres.

Genuine spare parts
If you need spare parts, Rostselmash strongly 
recommends to use genuine products. In this case, 
you will be confident that their quality is in line with 
the company’s standards.
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